Hi! How are you? Response shift, implicit theories and differing epistemologies.
Measures of Health Related Quality of Life (HRQL) occupy a continuum, from highly standardized econometric methods such as the time tradeoff and standard gamble to individualized global measures. Each has its vocal adherents, each involves different assumptions about the nature and interpretation of HRQL, and each has potential advantages and disadvantages. In this paper, I begin by exploring two theories which attempt to explain how people make assessments of health over time: 'response shift' and the 'implicit theory of change' model. I show that the theories, which are based on different views of the underlying cognitive processes, make opposite predictions about the validity of prospective and retrospective judgments. I examine the broader issue of individualized vs. standardized questions, and discuss a fundamental epistemological difference which places the current discussion in a broader philosophical context. I propose that a partial resolution may arise from a more careful consideration of the goals of HRQL assessment in a particular situation.